The lack of magnetic anomalies within the giant martian impact basins, Hellas, Argyre, and Isidis is well-established by the Mars Global Surveyor magnetic data and has been estimated analytically [1.2]. In this paper we present numerical calculations of the shock wave decay in giant impacts, corresponding to formation of the martian basins and compare an input from direct impact and secondary impacts.
Fig. 1
Maximum shock pressure in the target after a 10 km/s, 300-km-diameter projectile impact. The black triangle shows the edge of the TC.
Demagnetization by low-velocity secondary impacts: All fragments ejected with velocity below escape (5 km/s) strike the surface at some distance from the primary crater, creating secondary craters, or, in the case of a very low velocity, boulders, on the surface. These secondary impacts not only substantially modify the surface, but may cause partial shock demagnetization of the crust. We calculate the ratio of a target volume V t compressed above 1-1.5 GPa to a projectile volume V pr for impacts with velocity U ranging from 1 to 4 km/s. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . The maximum value of ~90 is for the highest impact velocity of 4 km/s, the minimum one is for a velocity of 1 km/s, and it is less than the projectile volume. This ratio may be approximated as follows: V t /V pr =0.55*U 3.66 , where U is in km/s. A study of blocks on the rims of lunar craters ranging from a few meters to nearly 100 km in diameter yields a crude relation between maximum block size x max (in meters) and crater diameter D (in meters): [8] . Extrapolation to larger basins is not clear, as crater diameter itself is poorly defined and the size of the largest block depends on the crust structure (faulting, non-homogeneity, etc.). The 20 to 30-km diameter secondary craters associated with basinforming impacts must have been produced by blocks (or, perhaps, by tight clusters of fragments) ranging from 3 to 4 km in diameter that were ejected at speeds of several kilometers per second. We assume that the largest fragment is ejected from the transient cavity edge with velocity U * , and the maximum size is inversely proportional to the ejection velocity, i.e. x max (r)=x max (R tr )U * /U ej .
Secondaries -Z-model:
[9]. We also assume that demagnetization in a given point is due to the largest fragments striking this area. Smaller fragments may give additional demagnetization, if they strike a nondemagnetized area, i.e. we estimate demagnetized volume starting from the largest impact until the point where the total effective area of demagnetization exceeds the landing area. Then we can find a thickness of demagnetization, dividing demagnetized volume by the ring area. The results are shown in Fig.3 by solid lines. Undoubtedly, in this case, we have substantially weaker demagnetization -only the uppermost 12 km of the crust is demagnetized for the largest basin, and 2 km -for the smallest one. This estimate gives a lower limit of demagnetization by secondaries. The real situation, most probably, is a combination of both estimates: In the far zone, separated fragments create well-separated secondary craters and demagnetize a thin upper layer of the crust (i.e. the lower limit gives correct answer); near the crater rim, tight clusters (with density close to density of non-disrupted target material) operate as a single solid impactor. A thin line for the largest basin (D tr =1544 km) shows a smooth interpolation between the two zones.
Conclusions and future study: Outside the transient cavity, demagnetization by secondary impacts (SI) is at least comparable with demagnetization in a direct shock wave. While the direct shock wave cannot demagnetize the uppermost layers of the crust because of a quick decay near the free surface, secondary impacts demagnetize exactly these upper layers. The effectiveness of SI-demagnetization decreases sharply with crater size. It is negligible for basins smaller than ~500 km. The relative inputs from the primary shock wave and secondary impacts depend on the magnetic carriers distribution in the crust: If magnetic minerals are mainly in the uppermost layers, than secondaries may be of great importance.
